TUBS

MATERIAL

FREE STANDING

VELVET STONE™

DIMENSIONS
1700 x 720 x 550 MM
WEIGHT
235 KG
CAPACITY

(HIGH-END MINERAL COMPOSITE)
COLOR
WHITE MATT
ART.-NR. 100.10.09.MW
WHITE GLOSSY
ART.-NR. 100.10.09.GW

310 L

SAIMAA

GE NT LE U N D ERSTATEMEN T

Like her brother „ENGADIN“ the tub „SAIMAA“ combines spatial efficiency and
timeless elegance. Named after the largest lake in Finland the object represents
Scandinavian modesty and bathing fun. The ergonomic center of the tub provides
utmost recreation and relaxation.

WWW.VALLONE.DE/SAIMAA

1700

SAIMAA

DIMENSIONS (IN MM)

DRAIN SET AND MATCHING
SIPHON INCLUDED

VISIT OUR
VALLONE® BRAND SHOWROOM

AVAILABLE IN
MATT OR GLOSSY

Right opposite of NRW Design
Centre and the world famous Red
Dot Design Museum on the grounds
of World Heritage Site Zeche
Zollverein, we present our exclusive
bathroom collection in our official
VALLONE® show room. Please set
up an appointment and get a first
hand look at our designs.
E INFO@VALLONE.DE
T +49.201. 857 914 22 0

EASY CLEANING DUE TO
SEAMLESS DESIGN

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
ABOVE 2000,- €

WWW.VALLONE.DE
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PRINT THIS PAGE
PLACE IT WHERE YOU’D LIKE YOUR BATHTUB TO BE POSITIONED
PROCEED AS DESCRIBED BELOW
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Walk around and view the product
from any angle. Your device should
have eye contact with the marker
at all time.

Download the „sayduck“ App from the
Apple- or Google-Play-Store. The App
works on your smartphone or tablet.

Start the app and point your camera at
this tracking marker. Place the marker
where you want to see your VALLONE®
product.

Use the arrows to change products.

Walk around and view the product from
any angle. Your device should have eye
contact with the marker at all time.

